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Statistical tools can be used to create scores for
assisting in the diagnosis of coronary artery disease and assessing prognosis. General practitioners and internists frequently function as gatekeepers, deciding which patients must be referred to the
cardiologist. Therefore, they need to use the basic
tools they have available (ie, history, physical examination and the exercise test) in an optimal fashion.
Scores derived from multivariable statistical techniques considering clinical and exercise data have
demonstrated superior discriminating power compared with diagnosis only using the ST segment
response. In addition, by stratifying patients as to
probability of disease and prognosis, they provide
a more practical management strategy than a response of normal or abnormal. Although computers, as part of information management systems,
can calculate complicated equations and derive
these scores, physicians are reluctant to trust
them. However, when represented as nomograms
or simple additive discrete pieces of information,
scores are more readily accepted. The scores have
been compared with physician judgment and have
been found to estimate the presence of coronary
disease and prognosis as well as expert cardiologists and often better than nonspecialists. However, the discriminating power of speciﬁc variables
from the medical history and exercise test remains
unclear because of inadequate study design and
differences in study populations. Should expired
gases be substituted for estimated METs? Should
ST/heart rate index be used instead of putting ST
depression and heart rate separately into the models? Should right-sided chest leads and heart rate
in recovery be considered? There is a need for
further evaluation of these easily obtained variables
to improve the accuracy of prediction algorithms,
especially in women. The portability and reliability
of scores must be ensured because access to
specialized care must be safeguarded. Assessment of the clinical and exercise test data and
application of the newer scores can empower the
clinician to assure the cardiac patient access to
appropriate and cost-effective cardiologic care.
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oronary artery disease (CAD) continues to be
the leading cause of morbidity and mortality
in the United States. Although the incidence of
coronary artery disease has been decreasing over
the last 2 decades, the prevalence is expected to
increase given the increasing proportion of the
population that is elderly.1-3 In addition, despite
efforts to control costs, ﬁrst with DRGs and more
recently with health maintenance organizations
(HMOs), health care costs had the greatest increase in the decade last year. With half of the cost
increases owing to highly effective cardiovascular
pharmaceuticals that decrease heart disease interventions and events, the next target of cost containment must be expensive diagnostics and interventions. It is important to implement clinically
cost-effective strategies that direct the appropriate
patients to the optimal procedures through clinical risk prediction. There are statistical tools available that can make this possible,4 and these authors and others have attempted to apply them to
patients presenting with chest pain using clinical
and exercise test variables.
The goal of clinical risk prediction through statistical methods is to provide the clinician and the
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Table 1. Five Common Mistakes Made When Evaluating Diagnostic Tests
1. Using a target population that consists of only normal subjects and only those with severe disease (limited
challenge)
2. Failure to limit work-up bias
3. Using heart rate targets to exclude patients
4. Inclusion of patients with myocardial infarction
5. Use of surrogates instead of appropriate measurements or endpoints

patient with a logical estimate as to the likelihood
of the occurrence of important deleterious clinical
events. The most important outcome is death.
However, the future risk of nonfatal clinical outcomes, particularly myocardial infarction, stroke,
symptomatic heart failure, hospitalization for unstable angina, as well as changes in functional
capacity and overall quality of life, is an important
element of risk evaluation. Besides providing increased predictive accuracy, these statistical
methods eliminate physician bias and lessen the
variability of decision making.5,6 Physicians do
not always follow a totally rational decision-making process but often make clinical decisions
based on personal experience and heuristics.7 By
eliminating the intuitive aspect of decision making, statistics can provide an unbiased evaluation
of patients.

tigators have published studies proposing multivariable equations to enhance the accuracy of the
standard exercise test.13 In much the same way
that clinicians take account of all the clinical information on a patient before making a decision,
diagnostic and prognostic predictive accuracy increases when multiple pieces of information from
the patient’s clinical history and the treadmill test
are integrated,14-18 but issues remain about their
portability.19,20 The American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA)
guidelines for exercise testing strongly advocated
the use of scores.21

Criteria for Evaluation of Studies of
Diagnostic Techniques

When developing a prediction rule, investigators
consider variables that they believe may predict
the occurrence of the outcome. The variables
found to have discriminating power (ie, clinical
information and treadmill responses) are combined to form an algorithm for estimating the
probability of CAD. Many mathematical techniques are available for demonstrating what variables are predictive as well as their relative predictive power. Regression analysis methods are
especially attractive because they make it possible
to derive complex regression functions directly
from a database. Logistic regression has been preferred because it models the relationship to a sigmoid curve, (which often is the mathematical relationship between a probability variable and an
outcome), and its output is between 0 and 1 representing the probability of disease being present
(ie, from 0 to 100% probability of the predicted
outcome).22 In addition, in the logistic regression
analysis, dichotomous (ie, yes, no) and continuous variables (a number such as heart rate; ie, 110
bpm) can be considered together. The general lin-

Studies describing the value of diagnostic tests
including scores must be evaluated by standardized rules. Biostatiticians have presented these
rules so that diagnostic technologies can be properly evaluated before they are adopted for practice.8-11 Critical to fulﬁlling the rules are that only
consecutive patients presenting with the symptoms or signs of the disease being diagnosed are
used to evaluate the test or score and that work-up
bias is reduced. Table 1 lists the common mistakes
that have been made by researchers attempting to
determine the diagnostic characteristics of a test.

Consideration of More Than the
Exercise Electrocardiogram
Since the seminal work of Ellestad et al12 demonstrating that combining other clinical and exercise
parameters along with the ST responses could improve the accuracy of the test, many clinical inves-

Statistical Techniques for Diagnosis
Multivariable Discriminate Statistical
Techniques
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ear logistic regression model used takes the following form:
Probability (0 to 1)
⫽ 1/(1 ⫹ e ⫺(a⫹bx⫹cy. . . .) )

(1)

Where a is the intercept, b and c are coefﬁcients,
and x and y are variable values. Usually forward
selection of the variables is used with entry at a
signiﬁcance level less than .05. The model separates patients with and without a given outcome
(ie, CAD). In comparison, the output of a discriminate function is a unitless numerical score while a
logistic regression provides an actual probability.
Rather than require computation of equations to
estimate probability or hazard, later we will describe
an approach that results in a very simple linear score
in which the health care provider merely compiles
the variables in the score, multiplies by the appropriate number, and then adds up the products. Surprisingly, these simple linear scores have the same
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) areas as the
more complicated equations.
The ability of any score or measurement to diagnose a disease (ie, CAD) depends on how much
the score differs among those with and without
the disease. These measurements could be ST segment depression, calcium score using electron
beam computed tomography, perfusion scan values, or echocardiographic wall motion estimates.
Figure 1 consists of actual data from over 1000
male veterans who underwent both exercise testing and coronary angiography. Unfortunately, as

Fig 1. Range of characteristics (ROC) plots for the
simple treadmill score for those with and those without angiographic coronary artery disease (CAD).

shown in the ﬁgure, the values for the score or
measurement usually greatly overlap. The better
the test, the further apart the curves and the less
they overlap. The cut-point we chose of 50 is a
practical choice for the treadmill score we use so
that those above 50 are considered to have disease
and those below are considered to be free of CAD.
However, as can be seen, this is not really the case.
Figure 2 shows how the two curves separately
considered with the cut-point result in the 4 classiﬁcations (true positives [TP], true negative
[TN], false positive [FP], false negatives [FN])
that permit the calculations of the standard assessments of test performance (sensitivity [bottom
curve of population distribution] and speciﬁcity
[top curve]) and shows their inverse relationship.

Score Evaluation (ROC Curves)
The accuracy of the model to separate is assessed by
means of the area under a ROC curve. ROC curve
analysis is based on the plotting of sensitivity and
speciﬁcity for a range of cut-points (criteria for abnormal) for a test measurement or the value of a
score. The area ranges from 0 to 1, with 0.5 corresponding to no discrimination (ie, random performance), 1.0 to perfect discrimination, and values
less than 0.5 to worse-than-random performance.
Most prediction rules, like other diagnostic modalities, have a range of possible results. Several possible
cut-off criteria could be used to separate results into
“positive” and “negative” groups. For each criterion
chosen, the rule will have a different sensitivity and
speciﬁcity. An ROC curve is a plot of the sensitivity
versus speciﬁcity for the full range of the score. The
shape of the curve shows the trade-offs between sensitivity and speciﬁcity produced at different criteria
with speciﬁcity and sensitivity being inversely related. The area under the ROC curve is a measure of
the ability of the rule to discriminate between presence and absence of disease, independent both of
cut-off criteria and of disease prevalence.23 Figure 3
is a ROC plot of the authors’ simple treadmill score
ranging from 0 to 100 illustrating two other cutpoints, 40 and 60. These cut-points could be appropriate for particular purposes of the test; ie, screening well people where a high speciﬁcity is needed or
for ruling out ischemia after presentation to an emergency department for chest pain where high sensitivity is required. Figure 4 shows comparison of the
diagnostic characteristics of the Morise pre-test clin-
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Fig 2. Separate frequency
plots indicating the 4 test responses that enable calculation of test characteristics
(true-positives, true-negatives, false-positives, falsenegatives). Sensitivity ⴝ TP/
TP ⴙ FN; Speciﬁcity ⴝ TN/
TN ⴙ FP.

ical score, ST analysis alone, and the authors’ simple
treadmill score. The four curves allow for a comparison of the diagnostic value of these techniques. The
treadmill test clearly adds to the discriminatory
value of clinical data. Surprisingly, every attempt to
use a computer to improve on visual ST analysis of
the exercise test failed to improve the diagnostic

Fig 3. ROC plot of the simple treadmill score showing
how different cut-points can
be chosen according to the
speciﬁc use of the test.

value of the test although a score clearly is an improvement over ST analysis alone.
Although a score’s ability to separate those with
and without disease persists in another group of
patients, it must be conﬁrmed that the score’s calibration is the same. That is, does the value of the
score for 70% probability of disease as determined
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and normal resting electrocardiograms (ECGs)
that possibly is superior to the method advocated
by the guidelines. The Morise score is calculated
as follows:
Age code ⫹ Angina pectoris code
⫹ diabetes ⫻ 2 ⫹ hypertension
⫹ smoking now ⫹ hypercholesterolemia
⫹ family history of CAD ⫹ obesity.

Fig 4. ROC plots comparing the discriminating power
of a pre-test score, ST measurements, and a simple
treadmill test score.

in one group, for instance, still represent 70%
instead of another probability in another group?

Pretest Scores
In the guidelines, the exercise test is the recommended test for diagnosing CAD in patients at intermediate probability for CAD. The classiﬁcation of
pretest probability is enabled through a table considering age, gender, and chest pain characteristics using the Diamond-Forrester tabular method21 (Table
2). The intermediate pretest probability category
was assigned a class I indication, whereas the low
and high pretest probability were assigned class IIb
indication for exercise testing.
Morise et al24 proposed a pretest score for categorizing patients with suspected coronary disease

(2)

Where age less than 40 ⫽ 3, age between 40 to 55 ⫽
6, and age more than 55 ⫽ 9 for men and less than
50 ⫽ 3, 50 to 65 ⫽ 6, and greater than 65 ⫽ 9 for
women. For estrogen status, 3 points were subtracted for positive and 3 points were added for estrogen negative status. Typical chest pain ⫽ 5, atypical chest pain ⫽ 3, nonanginal chest pain ⫽ 1, and
no chest pain ⫽ 0. For diabetes mellitus, 2 points
were added and 1 point was added for each of the
other 5 risk factors (hypertension, present smoking,
hypercholestrolemia, family history CAD and obesity) (Fig 5). In a subsequent paper, Morise et al
proposed that this score was superior to the guidelines method of stratifying patients and compared
these two methods of determining patient’s pre-test
probability of disease.25

Exercise Test Diagnostic Scores
What Variables Should be in Diagnostic
Scores?
Numerous exercise test and clinical variables have
been proposed as predictors of angiographic dis-

Table 2. Estimates of Pre-Test Probability of Coronary Disease by Symptoms, Gender, and Age as
Recommended by the AHA/ACC Exercise Test Guidelines21

Age

Gender

Typical/Deﬁnite
Angina
Pectoris

30-39

Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women

Intermediate
Intermediate
High
Intermediate
High (⬎90%)
Intermediate
High
High

40-49
50-59
60-69

High ⫽ ⬎90%

Atypical/Probable
Angina Pectoris

Nonanginal
Chest Pain

Asymptomatic

Intermediate
Very low (⬍5%)
Intermediate
Low
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate

Low (⬍10%)
Very low
Intermediate
Very low
Intermediate
Low
Intermediate
Intermediate

Very
Very
Low
Very
Low
Very
Low
Low

Intermediate ⫽ 10 to 90%

Low ⫽ ⬍10%

low (⬍5%)
low
low
low

Very low ⫽ ⬍5%

There is no data for patients younger than 30 or older than 69, but it can be assumed that coronary artery disease
prevalence increases with age.
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Fig 5. Calculation of the
simple clinical score for angiographic coronary disease.

ease. This article reviews 24 studies attempting to
predict presence of any angiographic disease and
lists the 30 equations created.13 In Table 3, the
number of equations that chose the speciﬁc variable to be a candidate in the model is the numerator and the total number of studies that considered it is the denominator. The variables chosen in
more than half of the studies are marked with an
asterisk.

Validated Diagnostic Scores
Detrano et al were among the ﬁrst investigators to
use modern statistical techniques to derive a
score: they included 3,549 patients from 8 institutions who underwent exercise testing and angiography between 1978 and 1989.26 Disease was deﬁned as greater than 50% diameter narrowing in at
least one major coronary arterial branch, and the
prevalence of disease according to this criterion
was 64%. They considered a total of 15 clinical
and exercise variables, which contributed signiﬁcant and independent information to disease
probability and had been judged clinically relevant by a panel of cardiologists as candidates for
logistic regression. In another seminal study,
Morise et al studied a total of 915 consecutive
patients without a history of prior myocardial infarction or coronary artery bypass surgery who
were referred to the exercise laboratory at West
Virginia University Medical Center between 1981

and 1994 for evaluation of coronary disease.27
Disease was deﬁned as greater than 50% diameter
narrowing in at least one major coronary arterial
branch, and the prevalence of disease according to
this criterion was 41%. Their logistic regression

Table 3. Results From Meta-Analysis of Studies
With Angiographic Findings as
theGold Standard for Any Signiﬁcant
Coronary Disease

Variables
Gender*
Chest pain symptoms*
Age*
Elevated cholesterol*
Diabetes mellitus
Smoking history
Abnormal resting ECG
Hypertension
Family history of CAD
ST segment slope*
ST segment depression*
Maximal heart rate*
Exercise capacity
Exercise-induced angina
Double product
Maximal systolic BP

Fraction Time a Variable
Is Selected as a Signiﬁcant
Predictor When the Variable
Was Considered, %
20/20
17/18
19/27
8/13
6/14
4/12
4/17
1/8
0/7
14/22
17/28
16/28
11/24
11/26
2/13
1/12

100
94
70
62
43
33
24
13
0
64
61
57
46
42
15
8

*Chosen more than half the time.
ECG, electrocardiography; CAD, coronary artery disease; BP, blood pressure.
Adapted from Yamada et al.13
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equations are listed in the exercise testing guidelines.21

Consensus of Scores
In an attempt to make the scores more portable
(valid when applied to other populations), the
authors proposed a consensus approach.28 Consideration that NASA calculates spacecraft trajectories using several equations and then plots the
trajectories using the equations that agree, led the
authors to do the same with coronary disease.
They used the Detrano and Morise equations
along with their own equation. A probability score
was calculated for each patient using the Long
Beach-Palo Alto VAMC equation and Detrano and
Morise validated equations. Thresholds were set
in each equation; if a patient was high probability
in at least 2 of the 3, he or she was considered high
probability; similarly, if low in at least 2 of the
equations, he was low risk. All others would be
intermediate. Because the patients in the intermediate group would be sent for further testing and
would eventually be correctly classiﬁed, the sensitivity of the consensus approach was 94% and
speciﬁcity was 92%. The percent of correct diagnosis increased from the 67% for standard exercise ECG analysis and from the 77% for multivariable predictive equations alone to greater than
90% correct diagnoses for the consensus approach. The consensus approach avoids the need
to calibrate the equations for disease prevalence,
and it avoids some of the problems associated with
missing data, differences in the deﬁnition of collected variables, and even angiographic interpretation and criteria. Because of the complexity of
the equations involved, the consensus approach is
only practically applied using a computer program.29

“Simpliﬁed” Score Derivation
Simpliﬁed scores that only require physicians to
only add points have been developed for pre-test
estimates of disease and for prognosis. To develop
a simple score for diagnosis, the authors analyzed
data from 2 Veterans Administration Medical
Centers.30 All 1,276 male patients had coronary
angiography within 4 months of their treadmill
test. The score derived was then validated in 476
men from another institution. METs were estimated in this diagnostic model by maximal heart
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rate, whereas the converse is the situation for predicting prognosis. However, maximal heart rate
and METs were highly correlated and METs
would take the place of maximal heart rate in the
equation if heart rate was not considered.
Three steps were used to derive the new treadmill score. Initially, the authors validated the pretest score of Morise by comparing it with a pre-test
equation derived in their population (ROC AUC
⫽ 0.71 v 0.73, nsd).24 Second, the authors derived
an equation considering only the hemodynamic
variables (ie, METs, systolic blood pressure, maximal heart rate, and treadmill angina index) in a
logistic regression model (ROC AUC ⫽ 0.68).
Third, the authors entered the Morise pre-test
score, the hemodynamic equation, and exerciseinduced ST depression into a logistic model. The
resulting equation exhibited a ROC AUC of approximately 0.79. The variables previously chosen were reconsidered in a logistic model that
eliminated some variables.
To decrease the complexity of the predictive
equations, the authors converted the variables
chosen in logistic regression into a simple linear
score. They ﬁrst coded all variables with the same
number of intervals so that the coefﬁcients would
be proportional. Then they coded the bin with the
larger value to be associated with higher probability of disease. For instance, if 5 is the chosen interval, dichotomous variables are 0 if not present
and 5 if present and continuous variables like age
and heart rate are coded in 5 bins by appropriate
ranges. All codes then would be directly related to
probability (ie, a heart rate code of 5 would be a
low heart rate, whereas age code of 5 would be for
the oldest individuals) and the smallest coefﬁcient
is associated with the least important variable. The
multiplier of this least important variable was reduced to unity and the other coefﬁcients into their
proportional weight or importance by dividing
each coefﬁcient by the smallest coefﬁcient. This
makes the relative importance of the selected variables very obvious. This approach results in a very
simple linear score in which the health care provider merely compiles the variables in the score,
multiples by the appropriate number, and adds up
the products. Surprisingly, these simple linear
scores have the same ROC areas as the more complicated equations requiring the calculation of exponentials.
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Men’s Score:

Score-Directed Management Strategy

6 ⫻ maximal heart rate
⫹ 5 ⫻ ST depression code
⫹ 4 ⫻ age code ⫹ angina pectoris code
⫹ hypercholesterolemia code ⫹ diabetes code
⫹ treadmill angina index code
(3)

Scores can also provide a management strategy for
patients with possible CAD rather than just classifying them as diseased or not diseased. This is
done by placing patients into 3 categories of risk
rather than just dichotomizing them as positive or
negative.34 It is important to determine the cut-off
point or threshold of the post-test probability to
accept the individual patient as being diseased.
Kotler and Diamond35 reported on the means to
deﬁne the upper and lower thresholds of the intermediate probability group. The lower threshold level is the cut-point below which the number
of false-positive responses exceeds the number of
true-positive responses. An upper threshold level
is the cut-point above which the number of falsenegative responses exceeds the number of truenegative responses. In other cases, the lines are
drawn arbitrarily.
Low-risk patients have an excellent prognosis
and may be risk stratiﬁed by the treadmill test.
This patient cohort can be managed safely with
watchful waiting as well as symptomatic medical
therapy without further testing. High-risk patients should be considered candidates for more
aggressive management that may include cardiac
catheterization. In patients with an intermediate-

This diagnostic score did not perform well for
women (AUC ⬍ .65), so Morise developed a speciﬁc score for women.
Patients were assigned into 3 groups. The group
with low probability of CAD was deﬁned as having
a score of less than 40, intermediate a score between 40 and 60, and high probability as a score
above 60. The prevalence of any CAD in the low
probability group was 27%, 62% in the intermediate, and 92% in the high probability group that
was comparable to the validation group with 22%,
58%, and 92% in low, intermediate, and high
probability groups, respectively. The scores show
good portability and require use of simple coding
that can be carried on index cards (see Fig 6 for
men and Fig 7 for women). Their diagnostic characteristics were unaffected by resting ST depression,31 ␤-blockade or chronotropic incompetence,32 or diabetes.33

Fig 6. Calculation of the
simple score for angiographic coronary disease in
men.
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Fig 7. Calculation of the
simple score for angiographic coronary disease in
women.

probability treadmill score, myocardial perfusion
imaging and other tests (Table 4) appear to be of
value for further risk stratiﬁcation.36-40

Should the ST/HR Index be Included in Scores?
The ST heart rate index is attractive theoretically,
but it has not been validated41 probably for the
following reasons. A ratio requires that both numerator and denominator have equal weights for
prediction. This clearly is not the case for ST depression and heart rate. First, the ranges and units
are totally different, and secondly, when heart rate
and ST depression are entered into logistic regression (or any multivariable model) they have totally different weights. The only way to deal with
the potential variables for prediction of angiographic disease is to put them into a mathematical
model and allow them to be selected or not and to
be weighted as to their predictive power if they are

chosen. The studies supportive of the ST/HR index have not followed this approach and have
“broken” some of the rules for evaluating diagnostic procedures.9 Morise’s report42 of 1,358 individuals exercise tested including only 152 with
catheterization data and Okin’s report43 considering heart rate reserve had 238 control subjects and
337 patients with CAD. The Helsinki study considered the maximum value of the ST segment
depression/heart rate (ST/HR) hysteresis over a
different number of leads for the detection of
CAD.44 The study population consisted of 127
patients with CAD and 220 patients with a low
likelihood of the disease referred for an exercise
test. Unfortunately, these studies did not consider
consecutive patients who reported chest pain.
Those tested were a limited challenge because extremes of pre-test probabilities were chosen. Limited challenge favors ST/HR index since the

Table 4. Paradigm for the Clinical Reaction to the Estimated Probability of CAD
Probability for clinically
Signiﬁcant CAD
Low probability
Intermediate probability
High probability
CAD, coronary artery disease.

Patient reassured symptoms most likely not caused by CAD
Require other tests, such as stress echo, nuclear, or angiography to clarify
diagnosis; anti-anginal medications tried
Anti-anginal treatment indicated; intervention clinically appropriate; angiography
may be required
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healthy individuals have relatively high heart
rates and the sick have low heart rates. The only
study that evaluated ST/HR index and included
consecutive patients with chest pain was
QUEXTA.45 This large study was multi-center
also followed a protocol to reduce workup bias
and was analyzed by independent statisticians.
ST/HR slope or index had no superiority to simple
measurement of the ST segment. The studies in
healthy people46,47 using ST/heart rate index have
little relevance to diagnostics because Baysian
concepts limit any of the available tests for screening asymptomatic, low-prevalence populations.48

How About Right-Sided Chest Leads?
The local effect of right ventricular ischemia could
cause ST elevation over the right-sided leads, but
even perfusion scanning does not have the resolution to validate ischemia in the thin right ventricle. The norms for the right-sided ST response
need to be determined by appropriate studies, and
the ﬁndings of the Athens group49 must be validated before right-sided leads are used clinically
to diagnose ischemia.50

hazard of death for an “average patient” at the
same time (h(t)) multiplied by a factor (Ci) that is
a function of the prognostic proﬁle of patient i;
this is the proportional hazards assumption that
gives the model its name. The proportional hazard
coefﬁcient for patient i (Ci) is, in turn, a function
of the values for that patient of a set of prognostic
factors (X1i, . . ., Xpi), multiplied by a corresponding set of regression coefﬁcients (B1, . . ., Bp) that
measures the strength of the association between
the prognostic factor and outcomes of large numbers of patients with the same disorder.51 The Cox
model also assumes that the effect of a prognostic
factor on outcome is linear. Variables of prognostic signiﬁcance may be discrete or they may be
continuous. Many studies analyze the strength of
a continuous prognostic factor by setting an arbitrary “cut-point” and dividing the patients into
subgroups with values above and below the cutpoint. Although this technique is helpful to illustrate ﬁndings and to facilitate drawing survival
curves, it discards valuable prognostic information and may weaken the apparent prognostic signiﬁcance of a continuous variable.51

Endpoints and Censoring

Statistical Techniques for Prognosis
Other statistical techniques are required to predict
death or cardiac events to develop prognostic
scores. All variables should be explored by means
of Kaplan-Meier survival curves for univariate
comparisons and the Cox model for multivariate
analysis. A Cox proportional hazards model
should be used to determine the effect of a given
independent variable on time to death. Many of
the variables univariately predictive of death are
likely to have overlapping prognostic signiﬁcance.
A multivariate stepwise Cox regression analysis
can be used. The Cox model assumes that the
hazard that equals the instantaneous death rate is
given by the formula:
h i (t) ⫽ h(t) C i , where C i
⫽ exp (B 1 X 1i ⫹ B 2 X 2i ⫹ . . .
⫹ B pX )

(4)

The model assumes that the hazard (h) of death
for patient j at the time t (hj (t)) equals the

The relative prognostic importance of the ischemic variables can be minimized by not censoring
on interventions for ischemia (ie, removal of intervened patients from observation when the intervention occurs in followup) because the intervention stops patients from dying. Consideration
of all-cause mortality instead of cardiovascular
mortality can have the same effect. This may explain why the ischemic variables included in the
Duke score that clearly had diagnostic power52 do
not predict all-cause mortality. Although all-cause
mortality has advantages over cardiovascular
mortality as an endpoint,53 the Duke score was
generated using the endpoints of infarction and
cardiovascular death.54 Interventions such as bypass surgery or catheter procedures were censored
in the Duke study (that is, subjects were removed
from the survival analysis when interventions occurred). Such censoring should appropriately increase the association of ischemic variables with
outcome by removing patients whose disease has
been alleviated and thereby would not be as likely
to experience the outcome. Often researchers do
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Table 5. Frequency of Clinical and Exercise
Test Variables Chosen as
Signiﬁcantly and Independently
Associated With Time Until Death in
9 Previous Prognostic Studies
Variable
Clinical
Age
CHF
MI by history or Q waves
Resting ST depression
Exercise Responses
Exercise capacity (METs)
Angina
ST depression
Maximal heart rate
Maximal SBP
ST elevation
PVCs
Maximal double product

Out of 9 studies
2
2
1
1
7
5
4
3
2
1
1
1

From Exercise and the Heart, Froelicher and Myers.64
CHF, congestive heart failure; MI, myocardial infarction.

not censor patients if they had a cardiovascular
procedure during follow-up because they do not
have that information. From a previous study using a similar VA patient population with an annual
all-cause mortality of 3%, the authors’ group
found that 75% of deaths were cardiovascular
deaths, and that 6% of patients were censored in
follow-up because of bypass surgery.55 The contradictory results regarding the prognostic power
of ischemic variables could also be owing to the
more effective methods of treatment currently
available for ischemic coronary disease compared
with left ventricular dysfunction.
The use of coronary interventions as endpoints
falsely strengthens the association of ischemic
variables with endpoints because the ischemic responses clinically result in the intervention being
performed. Although some investigators have justiﬁed their use by requiring a time period to expire
after the test before using the intervention/procedure as an endpoint, this still inﬂuences the associations. Another problem is that variables predicting infarction can be different than those
predicting death, creating a situation where one
variable’s contrasting effects with respect to two
endpoints can cancel each other out. A recent
editorial discusses the use of prognostic scores in
clinical practice.56

Exercise Test Prognostic Scores
Previous Studies
Nine studies have considered multiple exercise
and clinical variables in a proportionate Cox Hazard model to try to predict outcomes. Table 5 lists
the number of times the major prognostic variables were chosen as signiﬁcantly and independently predictive of time to death out of the times
they were considered in the published prognostic
studies.57-64 Table 6 lists the most common mistakes made in prognostic studies—mistakes
avoided in the following two studies.

The Long Beach VA Score
We previously created a prognostic VA score using 2,546 male veterans from Long Beach Veterans Affairs Hospital.65,66 In contrast to the Duke
score, which is strictly exercise test based, clinical
data were included also. Using multivariable Cox
regression analysis, 4 variables with the best predictive power were chosen: (1) history of congestive heart failure or digoxin use, (2) a score for the
change in systolic blood pressure during exercise,
(3) exercise capacity (METs), and (4) exerciseinduced ST depression. The score that was derived from the survival analysis was:
5 ⫻ (congestive heart failure or digoxin use
[yes ⫽ 1, no ⫽ 0])
⫹ exercise-induced ST depression in millimeters
⫹ change in systolic blood pressure score
⫺ METs(5)
(5)
Where systolic blood pressure score was equal to
0 for increase of systolic blood pressure greater
than 40 mm Hg during exercise test, 1 for increase
of 31 to 40 mmHg, 2 for increase of 21 to 30 mm
Hg, 3 for increase of 11 to 20, 4 for increase of 0 to
11 mm Hg and 5 for a reduction below standing
systolic pre-exercise blood pressure. ST depression is measured in millimeters. Three groups

Table 6. Four Common Mistakes made When
Evaluating Prognostic Tests
1.
2.
3.
4.

Limited challenge and workup bias
Incomplete follow-up
Failure to censor
Use of misleading endpoints
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were formed in which ⫺2 indicated low risk, ⫺2
to 2 indicated moderate risk, and greater than 2
indicated high risk. The annual cardiovascular
mortality was less than 2% for low-risk (77% of
population), 7% for moderate-risk (18% of cohort), and 15% for high-risk groups (6% of patients).

Duke Treadmill Score
The Duke Treadmill score was validated in the
above VA population and can be used both for
prognosis54 and diagnosis.52 Mark et al developed
the Duke treadmill score using data collected from
the 2,842 hospitalized patients with known or
suspected CAD, all of whom had a catheterization.67 The score was validated in 613 outpatients
evaluated before the decision for cardiac catheterization. Infarct-free survival was the endpoint,
censoring was performed on interventions, and a
Cox hazard function model was appropriately applied to determine which exercise test variables
were independently and signiﬁcantly associated
with time to cardiac event. The Duke score uses
the 3 chosen variables and their coefﬁcients: (1)
the amount of ST depression, (2) exercise capacity, and whether angina occurred during the test
or was the reason for stopping. This can be done
using a nomogram (see the AHA/ACC guidelines21) or by a computer. (Some of the commercial treadmill systems automatically calculate it or
use www.cardiology.org.) When using the nomogram, be sure that you have the version with unevenly spaced vertical lines. An initial printing of
the guidelines included a improper version with
the spacing equal that produces erroneous mortality estimates.
The ﬁnal Duke treadmill score was calculated as
follows:
Exercise time ⫺ (5 ⫻ ST depression)
⫺ (4 ⫻ treadmill angina index)

(6)

Exercise time is measured in minutes of the
Bruce protocol (METs from other protocols requires transformation to equivalent in Bruce protocol); ST depression is measured in millimeters;
and the treadmill angina index is coded from 0 to
2. A value of 0 was assigned if angina was absent,
1 if typical angina occurred during exercise, and 2
if angina was a reason the patient stopped exercis-

ing. The ﬁnal score ranges from ⫹15 or greater
(corresponding to a patient who exercises
through stage 5 without angina) or ST changes to
⫺25 or less (corresponding to a patient who stops
exercising at 3 minutes or less because of angina
and who has 4 mm of ST depression). The highrisk group is deﬁned by a score less or equal to
⫺11, moderate-risk group with score ranging
from ⫺10 to ⫹4, and low-risk with score more or
equal to ⫹5. Patients with a predicted average
annual cardiac mortality rate less or equal 1% per
year can be managed medically without the need
for cardiac catheterization. Patients with predicted average annual cardiac mortality rate more
or equal to 3% per year should be considered for
cardiac catheterization. Patients with predicted
average annual cardiac mortality rate of 1% to 3%
per year, including those with suspected left ventricular dysfunction, should have either cardiac
catheterization or an exercise imaging study.68,69
In addition to providing accurate prognostic
estimates, the Duke Treadmill score also provides
valuable information about the presence and severity of coronary disease. According to Shaw et
al,52 the Duke Treadmill score was diagnostic for
signiﬁcant and severe CAD. For low-risk patients,
60% had no coronary stenosis and 16% had singlevessel stenosis equal or greater than 75%. More
than 80% of high-risk patients had severe coronary disease.70

Should Heart Rate in Recovery be Included in
Prognostic Scores?
Recent studies have highlighted the prognostic
value of heart rate recovery or the decrease in
heart rate after an exercise test. While earlier
physiological studies suggested a rapid heart rate
recovery response to exercise to be a marker of
physical ﬁtness, only recently has its prognostic
value been reported. The speed of heart rate return to baseline after exercise is theorized to be
owing to high vagal tone associated with ﬁtness
and good health. While the prognostic value of
heart rate recovery has recently been highlighted,
its relative value compared with other treadmill
responses and its diagnostic value remains uncertain. Table 7 shows comparisons of the studies
across a number of important parameters. In the
ﬁrst study, Cole et al. looked at 2,428 adults who
had been referred for exercise scintigraphy.71 Cole

5,785
(37)
2,193
(all
men)

Participants in
Lipid Research
Clinics
Prevalence
Study,
asymptomatic
Referral for ETT;
8% prior
CABG, 75%
screening
asymptomatic,
9% prior MI

Referral for ETTecho

Referral for
standard ETT;
42% with prior
MI

Cole
et al72

Watanabe
et al73a

Shetler
et al74

6

F/U
(y, mean)

CHF, valve
disease,
aﬁb, pacer
CABG,
angiography,
LBBB, pacer
6.8

3

␤-blockers,
12
other
cardiac
meds, h/o
cardiovascular
disease
CHF, LBBB,
5.2
digoxin,
valvular
heart
disease

CABG,
angiography,
CHF/digoxin
use, LBBB

Exclusion
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Ramp without
cool down,
symptom
limited

N/A, no cool
down

Bruce, with
2-minute
cool down,
symptomlimited

Bruce, without
cool down
85% agepredicted
heart rate

Bruce, with
2-minute
cool down,
symptomlimited

Test Protocol/
Recovery
Status

2 min/22
bpm

1 min/18
bpm

1 min/12
bpm

2 min/42
bpm

1 min/12
bpm

Minutes of
Recovery/
Cut-Point

413 (19%)

190 (3.5%)

312 (3%)

325 (6.2%), 36%
believed to be
cardiovascular
follow-up 100%

213 (9%)

Mortality
(All-Cause)

35%/83%

33%/87%

49%/81%

(cut-point-12
bpm)
56%/77%
(cut-point8 bpm)
33%/90%
54%/69%

Sensitivity/
Speciﬁcity
For Death

Age, METs,
history of
typical angina;
TM AP score,
and EI-ST
depression not
prognostic

METs, maximal
HR, Duke
Treadmill score;
TM AP score,
and EI-ST
depression not
prognostic
Data not available

METs, male sex,
age, perfusion
defects on
scintigraphy,
chronotropic
incompetence
No comparison

Other Variables
Studied

Used by 34% of
the study
population, heart
rate recovery
equally
predictive

N/A

Heart rate
recovery not
predictive of
death in ␤blocker group

Excluded

Used by 12% of
study
population, no
association with
abnormal test

␤-Blocker Status

Abbreviations: F/U, follow-up; CAD, coronary artery disease; CABG, coronary artery bypass grafting; CHF, congestive heart-failure; LBBB, left bundle branch block; ETT, exercise treadmill test;
HR, heart rate; TM AP, treadmill test–induced angina pectoris; EI-ST, exercise-induced ST depression; MI, myocardial infarction.

9,454
(22)

5,234
(39)

Referral for
exercise
perfusion; 9%
with known
CAD

Cole
et al71

Nishime
et al73

2,428
(37)

Population

Study

Sample
Size (%
Women)

Table 7. Previously Published Prognostic Studies Relating to the Decrease of Heart Rate After Exercise
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found that using a decrease of 12 bpm or less as
the deﬁnition of an abnormal response exhibited a
relative risk of 4.0 for death, with the group having a value less than 12 having a mortality of 19%,
and the group with a value higher than 12 having
a mortality of 5% over the 6-year period. The
study used the symptom-limited Bruce protocol
with a 2-minute cool-down walk, and heart rate
recovery was measured at 1 minute after peak
exercise. Patients on ␤-blockers were included in
the study, and no difference was seen in the ability
of the test to discriminate between low- and highrisk patients in those patients on ␤-blockers. In
this study, the investigators used all-cause mortality and performed survival analysis both with and
without censoring of interventions (coronary artery bypass grafting [CABG] and percutaneous
transluminal coronary angiography [PTCA]) and
found no difference in results.
The same investigators then studied a different
patient population.72 Asymptomatic patients enrolled in the Lipid Research Clinics Prevalence
Study underwent exercise testing using a Bruce
protocol. The tests were stopped when 85% to
90% of peak heart rate was achieved, and no cool
down period was allowed. Heart rate recovery was
measured at 2 minutes of recovery. heart rate recovery continued to be a strong predictor of allcause mortality; patients with an abnormal value
had a mortality rate of 10% whereas patients with
a normal value had a mortality rate of 4% at 12
years of follow-up.
To further elucidate the power of heart rate
recovery in distinct populations, these same investigators then published another study using
patients referred for standard treadmill testing.73
Using the same methods as the original study, the
investigators found similar results, although notably the cut-off value for an abnormal test was
different. Patients with abnormal heart rate recovery had 8% mortality at 5.2 years, whereas patients
with normal heart rate recovery had only 2% mortality. Neither this nor the previous study censored for CABG or PTCA, and this study had 8%
patients with CABG enrolled along with 75%
asymptomatic individuals. The investigators also
compared the prognostic ability of heart rate recovery to that of the Duke Treadmill Score. Although
ischemic components of the Duke score did not have
prognostic power, METs did since the DTS produced similar survival curves to heart rate recovery.
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Patients with abnormal DTS and heart rate recovery
survival were even further compromised.
Our group attempted to validate the use of heart
rate recovery for prognosis in a male veteran population.74 The mortality rate in this study was higher
than in previous studies of heart rate recovery. Using
similar statistical analysis, the authors found that
heart rate recovery of less than 22 bpm at 2 minutes
recovery identiﬁed a high-risk group of patients.
They also found that ␤-blockers had no signiﬁcant
impact on the prognostic value of heart rate recovery. Through multivariate analysis, they evaluated
the power of several other clinical and treadmill variables to see how they compared with heart rate recovery in their ability to predict poor outcome. Similar to Cole et al,71 they found that low MET capacity
was the most powerfully associated with outcome.
A distinct advantage over previous studies is
that we selected a group who underwent coronary
angiography. This made it possible to evaluate the
diagnostic ability of heart rate recovery. Surprisingly, heart rate recovery was not selected among
the standard variables to be included in a logistic
model, and its ROC curve did not indicate any
discriminatory value. Thus, although heart rate
recovery has been validated as an important prognostic variable, it did not help diagnosing coronary disease in this study. Because, in general,
these studies did not censor on events or consider
event-free survival, heart rate recovery may well
just be a surrogate for physical ﬁtness/activity
level predicting outcome along with medical therapy. The authors conclude that these studies support the health beneﬁts of a lifestyle of physical
activity rather than supporting the addition of
heart rate recovery to scores designed to help direct patients to appropriate therapies. However, it
is still an important addition to every exercise test
performed.

Predicting Prognosis in Women
Clinical presentation, performance in diagnostic
tests, and prevalence of CAD are different between
men and women presenting with chest pain. To
demonstrate the value of exercise testing in
women, Duke University researchers analyzed
data from 976 women referred for evaluation of
chest pain who underwent exercise treadmill test
and cardiac catheterization.75 Women and men
differed signiﬁcantly in the Duke Treadmill score,
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disease prevalence (32% v 72% signiﬁcant CAD),
and 2-year mortality (1.9% for the study women
compared with 4.9% for the men). Mortality increased for higher-risk Duke Treadmill score
groups in both genders. Two-year mortality for
women was 1.0%, 2.2%, and 3.6%, respectively,
for low-, moderate-, high-risk groups. Two year
mortality for men was 1.7%, 5.8% and 16.6%, respectively for low, moderate and high risk groups.
Because of the differences in disease prevalence,
women had better survival at all values of the
Duke Treadmill score. Although, overall, women
had better survival, the Duke score performed actually better in women than in men for excluding
disease, with fewer low-risk women having mild
or severe disease.

Predicting Prognosis in Patients With Resting
ST Depression
Kwok et al demonstrated that the Duke Treadmill
score can effectively risk stratify patients with
ST-T abnormalities on the resting ECG.76 When
patients with ST-T abnormalities were classiﬁed
into risk groups according to the Duke score,
there were signiﬁcant overall differences among
the risk groups for all outcome endpoints. The
7-year event-free survival was 94%, 88%, and 69%
for the low-, intermediate-, and high-risk groups,
respectively. More patients with ST-T changes
were classiﬁed as high risk (5% v 2%), and their
7-year survival was lower than that of the control
population high-risk patients (76% v 93%).

Prognosis in “All-Comers” to the Exercise
Laboratory
Previous prognostic studies focused on speciﬁc
subsets of patients. Our group decided to analyze
all patients referred for evaluation at their exercise
laboratory between 1987 and 2000 to determine
the prevalence of exercise test abnormalities.77
There were 6,213 men (mean age 59 ⫾ 11 years)
who had standard exercise ECG treadmill tests
over the study period with a mean 6-year followup. There were no complications of testing in this
clinically referred population, 78% of whom were
referred for chest pain, risk factors, or signs or
symptoms of ischemic heart disease. Overlapping
thirds had typical angina or history of myocardial
infarction. A total of 579 had prior coronary artery
bypass surgery, and 522 had a history of conges-
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Fig 8. Kaplan-Meier survival curves for the “all-comers” prognostic score.

tive heart failure. Indications for testing were in
accordance with published guidelines. Twenty
percent had died over the follow-up for an average
annual mortality of 2.6%. Cox hazard function
chose the following variables in rank order as independently and signiﬁcantly associated with
time to death: METs less than 5, age greater than
65, history of congestive heart failure, and history
of myocardial infarction. A score based on simply
adding these variables classiﬁed patients into
low-, medium-and high-risk groups. The highrisk group (score of 3 or more) has a hazard ratio
of 5 (4.7 to 5.3, 95% CI) and a 5-year mortality of
31% (Fig 8).
What do these ﬁndings mean to the clinician?
First, it should be noted that all studies have population-speciﬁc attributes that may be difﬁcult to
deﬁne. Nevertheless, if the aim is to predict infarct-free survival, the Duke Treadmill score is
preferred to the authors’ because censoring was
performed and infarct-free survival was predicted.
If diagnosis is the issue, either the Duke score or
other treadmill diagnostic scores are indicated. If
diagnosis is known, prognostication using the
Duke Treadmill score can help direct therapy. If
diagnosis is not known and prognosis is guarded,
then further diagnostic efforts may be indicated. If
diagnosis is not determined and a patient is high
risk by the score, then risk is likely to be improved
by an exercise program and risk factor modiﬁcation. If prognosis is favorable, perhaps diagnosis is
not as important as alleviating symptoms. These
ﬁndings strengthen the importance of exercise capacity, a reﬂection of the integrity of the cardio-
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pulmonary system and a marker of physically active living, as an important predictor of survival
along with or despite modern medical treatment.

The Elderly
The decline in function that accompanies aging is
a consequence of age-related decrements in cardiovascular, pulmonary, and musculoskeletal
structure. Ultimately, these result in impaired
physical function in the elderly.78 While the Duke
Treadmill score was validated in patients in the
age range when CAD ﬁrst appears, data are limited
in the elderly. To determine the prognostic value
the treadmill test in the elderly, researchers from
the Mayo Clinic and the Olmsted Medical Group
compared the prognostic value of the test in patients less than 65 and older than 65 years of age.79
Elderly (n ⫽ 514) and younger (n ⫽ 2,593) patients who underwent treadmill testing between
1987 and 1989 were identiﬁed retrospectively and
followed up for 6 years. Compared with younger
patients, elderly patients had more comorbid conditions, a higher prevalence of abnormal ST depression (28% v 9%), and achieved lower workloads (6.0 METs v 10.7 METs). A poor exercise
capacity and angina during the exercise test were
associated with future cardiac events. Exerciseinduced ST depression did not carry signiﬁcant
value in the elderly and was associated with future
cardiac events only in younger patients. An increase of 1 MET in the workload was associated
with a 14% decrease in risk for a cardiac event in
younger patients and with a 18% risk reduction
among the elderly. After adjustment for clinical
factors, there was a strong inverse association between exercise capacity and outcome. Workload
achieved was the only treadmill exercise-testing
variable that provided prognostic information for
mortality and cardiac events. In the elderly, exercise capacity was also inversely associated with
the likelihood of nursing home placement. In a
similar but larger study in 2,079 male veterans,
the authors validated their ﬁndings and showed
that diagnostic scores predict angiographic disease in the elderly as well as in younger patients.80

Comparing Scores and Physicians
Although scores based on exercise testing data
have been advocated for years, only 3 previous
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studies have compared them with physician estimates of disease. Detrano et al performed one of
the ﬁrst such studies.81 They derived a score for
estimating probabilities of signiﬁcant and severe
coronary disease, then validated and compared it
with the assessments of cardiologists. The score
performed at least as well as the clinicians when
the latter knew the identity of the patients. The
clinicians were more accurate when they did not
know the identity of the subjects but worked from
tabulated objective data. They concluded that the
application of scores or consultation with cardiologists not directly involved with patient management might assist in more rational assessments
and decision making. Hlatky and et al validated 2
scores by comparing their diagnostic accuracy to
that of cardiologists.82 Ninety-one cardiologists
participated in the study; each evaluated the clinical summaries of 8 randomly selected patients
who had complete evaluations including coronary
angiography. The scores outperformed these cardiologists. A third study considered scores for
prognosis (rather than diagnosis) with 100 patients sent to 5 senior cardiologists at one center.83
Again, the scores outperformed these cardiologists.
Our group performed a study that was larger
and included different groups of physicians, validating these earlier studies that scores can predict
angiographic results and prognosis as well as physicians.84 A total of 599 consecutive male patients
without prior myocardial infarction with a mean
age of 59 ⫾ 11 years were considered for this
analysis. With angiographic disease deﬁned as any
coronary lumen occlusion equal or greater than
50%, 58% had disease. The clinical/treadmill test
reports were sent to expert cardiologists and to 2
other groups, including randomly selected cardiologists and internists who classiﬁed them as
high, low, or intermediate probability of disease in
addition to estimating a numerical probability
from 0% to 100%. Forty-ﬁve expert cardiologists
returned estimates on 336, patients; 37 randomly
chosen practicing cardiologists returned estimates
on 129 patients, 29 randomly chosen practicing
internists returned estimates on 109 patients; 13
academic cardiologists returned estimates on 102
patients; and 27 academic internists returned estimates on 174 patients. When probability estimates were compared, the scores were superior
(0.77 area under the ROC curve) to all the physi-
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cian groups (0.69 for the experts, 0.65 for the
cardiologists, and 0.66 for the internists: P⬍.01).
Using a probability cut-point of greater than 70%
for abnormal, predictive accuracy was 70% for the
scores versus 64% for the experts, and 64% and
62.5% for the other physicians. In a subsequent
analysis, the authors found the scores to predict
prognosis as well or better than physicians.85

Conclusions
Physicians should not reduce their diagnostic assessments to blindly using and memorizing prediction rules. However, despite the methodological limitations of the available studies, the scores
make possible better decisions. Statistical approaches cannot make counter-intuitive leaps of
tangential thinking but excel at that which humans do not: Considering vast quantities of information perfectly, then categorizing, analyzing it
without bias and developing scores that make diagnoses. Making use of statistics as described gives
clinicians a powerful second opinion and allows
them to concentrate on what the computer can
never do: Look after patients as individuals. In particular, scores make available the experience of
the specialist clinician to generalists. Generalists
have to cover a wide range of specialties, and they
cannot be equally up to date in each. The authors
have shown that scores can, in certain cases, equal
the diagnostic reasoning of specialist physicians.
Making these “opinions” available to the generalist would allow resources to be concentrated on
those who need it the most. Scores can help diagnose, thereby avoiding expensive unnecessary invasive investigations and their associated risk, and
help with prediction of prognosis, allowing optimal use of secondary prevention measures. Since
Laennec’s invention of the stethoscope,86 doctors
have worked to develop tools to aid clinical assessment. In this technological age, clinical scores
represent the natural extension of this historical
tradition. The Duke prognostic score, the VA/
West Virginia diagnostic scores, and the decrease
of heart rate during recovery should be calculated
as part of every exercise test.
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